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**CloudNets: Combining Clouds with Networking**

by Anja Feldmann, Gregor Schaffrath and Stefan Schmid

*In the future, Internet Service Providers (ISP) may offer on-demand, flexible virtual networks connecting different locations and heterogeneous cloud resources with Quality of Service (QoS) connectivity guarantees (such as maximal latency or minimal bandwidth).*

The virtualization paradigm is arguably the main motor for networking innovation in the future. Virtualization decouples services from the underlying infrastructure and allows for resource sharing while ensuring performance guarantees. Server virtualization (also known as node virtualization) has already been a huge success and is widely used, for example, in the clouds.

However, cloud virtualization alone is often meaningless without taking into account the network needed to access the cloud resources and data. Thus, to provide deterministic performance guarantees, cloud virtualization needs to be extended to the access and communication network.

“CloudNets” take the virtualization paradigm one step further and offer such a unified approach. A CloudNet describes a virtual network topology where the virtual nodes represent cloud resources (eg storage or computation) which are connected by virtual links.

We envision that in the near future, flexibly specified CloudNets (eg used for multi-media conferencing, gaming, social networking, or bulk data transfer) can be requested and realized at short notice and for a desired period of time. For example, a CloudNet may specify geographical constraints (eg realization only in clouds at distance less than 100m), topological constraints (eg some virtual links are half-duplex, full-duplex or even describe a shared medium), capacity constraints (eg minimal reserved storage or bandwidth), performance constraints (eg all users in Germany can access an application with a maximum delay of 50ms), compatibility constraints (eg some nodes must be binary compatible), or constraints on how the resources required by the virtual node may be split among multiple physical nodes (eg to aggregate resources or ensure redundancy).

There are many applications for CloudNets. In a multi-tenant production data centre or cloud context, the isolation and QoS networking properties of CloudNets are attractive to ensure that jobs do not miss hard deadlines due to unpredictable changes in the load; this guarantees application performance and avoids resource inefficiencies that eventually lead to provider revenue losses.

CloudNets can also be used to seamlessly connect geographically separated clouds or nano data centres, aggregating a huge amount of resources. Another interesting use case is flexible out-sourcing or cloud bursting: a corporate infrastructure or an in-house data centre is connected to public clouds, and at times of high demand, certain applications are migrated to the cloud.

In many of these scenarios, it is unlikely that a CloudNet request specifies every detail: for instance, in our outsourcing scenario, no specific cloud provider may be named explicitly, and a computational CloudNet request or a CloudNet for delay-tolerant bulk data transfers may specify a flexible time window for the realization. This flexibility in the specification can be exploited for optimizations, for instance to choose the cheapest cloud provider, or to choose the realization period where the load on the infrastructure is low or where electricity is cheap.

Within the limitations of the specification, a CloudNet can also be migrated. A CloudNet provider can use migration to co-locate CloudNets in times of low demand, eg to save energy if the remaining network components can be switched off, or to perform maintenance work. Migration can also be used to improve the Quality-of-Experience: for instance, an SAP server, a gaming server or even (parts of) a CDN server can adaptively migrate closer to the location of the users which reduces the latency. In a global application, the CloudNet servers will cycle around the earth, whereas in a more local application, the servers will follow the commuters downtown in the morning and back to the suburbs in the evening; at night, the virtual servers may switch to a different technology or even be shut down completely.

The concept of CloudNets is particularly interesting for ISPs. The possibility to offer new innovative services may increase revenues, and the more efficient usage of the given resources and the simplified network management can reduce the investment costs for new technology and decrease operational costs. Moreover, ISPs have the competitive advantage of knowing not only the network infrastructure in detail but also the current demand. This allows for various optimizations that could not be performed to a comparable extent by CDN providers for example. The explicit knowledge of the customers' desired specifications (inference from the CloudNet requests) can also simplify the network provisioning and allow the ISP to assess the cost and impact of reconfigurations.

At the same time, note that CloudNets may have a large geographic footprint and cannot be instantiated unilaterally by a
Innovation in Disaster Management: Report from Exercise EU POSEIDON 2011

by Catherine E. Chronaki, Vasilis Kontoyiannis, Panayiotis Argyropaidas, and Dimitris Vourvahakis

Innovative ICT services linking disaster reports, live e-Triage data and SMS/Twitter alerts to maps for situational awareness were part of EU POSEIDON 2011, a large-scale European civil protection exercise held in Crete on October 24-26, 2011.

Exercise EU POSEIDON 2011 marked 10 years of the European Civil Protection Mechanism (ECP). It ran for two days in real-time and involved four levels of civil protection (local, regional, national, European). More than 300 participants attended representing fire brigade, Emergency Medical Services (EMS), health authority, port authority, police, municipalities, power plant, volunteers, along with search and rescue teams from Greece (Red Cross), France (PCSF), and Cyprus (Civil Defense). The Exercise Command comprised members of the Regional Directorate of Civil Protection and the General Secretariat of Civil Protection, Hellenic Ministry of Citizen Protection. Observers from country-members of the ECP attended the exercise.

The exercise was organized in the context of the POSEIDON project “Earthquake followed by Tsunami in the Mediterranean Sea” co-funded by DG ECHO, and provided a unique opportunity to validate new applications for early warning and communications systems as well as procedures by which to inform the public of emergency measures to be undertaken in a disaster scenario based on the tsunami of 365 a.d. (Flouri et al., ERCIM News 81).

During the civil protection exercise.

SMS/Twitter messages for public awareness alerts/warnings were evaluated in terms of understandability, credibility, usability and usefulness by exercise participants. SMS in different languages included URLs to information resources, risk and resource location maps, as well as alert messages in the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP ITU-T X.130). CAP messages reported on the pending tsunami and the status of the disaster in an interoperable format also used by GDACS. Similar messages on Twitter allowed team leaders, observers, and media to follow the progress of the exercise from their smartphones delivering a high-level log of the exercise.

Following a disaster, time is the most critical resource in the management of emergencies. There are large numbers of unidentified victims or people missing. At the Coordination Centres, timely information is needed to assess the situation, weigh options and engage the limited means and resources in the most effective manner. In the field prompt triage of victims (<30 seconds per victim), seamless identification and tracking from rescue to hospital or shelter, are of paramount importance.

e-Triage, an innovative technology developed by FORTH-ICS in collaboration with EMS-Crete combined the START protocol on smartphones held by rescuers with colour-coded triage cards with QR codes, to meet these requirements. In EU POSEIDON 2011, e-Triage was used by rescuers on realistic cases involving more than 70 victims played by volunteers in Chania and Heraklion.

Victims were located by rescue dogs and retrieved by firefighters and rescue teams. Trained rescuers performed protocol-based e-Triage and provided the victims with a bracelet marked with a unique QR code, a “Green”, “Yellow”, “Red”, or “Black” sticker and a letter indicating the affected body system. According to the START protocol, “Green” victims...